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In this paper, we study the existence and stability of traveling waves in lattice
dynamical systems, in particular, in lattice ordinary differential equations (lattice
ODEs) and in coupled map lattices (CMLs). Instead of employing the moving
coordinate approach as for partial differential equations, we construct a local
coordinate system around a traveling wave solution of a lattice ODE, analogous to
the local coordinate system around a periodic solution of an ODE. In this
coordinate system the lattice ODE becomes a nonautonomous periodic differential
equation, and the traveling wave corresponds to a periodic solution of this
equation. We prove the asymptotic stability with asymptotic phase shift of the
traveling wave solution under appropriate spectral conditions. We also show the
existence of traveling waves in CML’s which arise as time-discretizations of lattice
ODEs. Finally, we show that these results apply to the discrete Nagumo equation.
 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with traveling waves in lattice dynamical systems
(LDSs). Roughly, LDSs are infinite systems of ordinary differential equa-
tions (so-called lattice ODEs) or of difference equations (so-called coupled
map lattices, or CMLs), indexed by points in a lattice, such as the
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m-dimensional integer lattice Zm, and which incorporate some aspect of the
spatial structure of the lattice. Such systems arise in many applications, for
example, in chemical reaction theory [39, 49, 55], image processing and
pattern recognition [28, 29, 30, 43, 65, 66], material science [17, 32, 48],
and biology [13, 14, 50, 51, 71, 72]. They also arise as spatial discretiza-
tions of partial differential equations, however, this need not be case, and
many of the most interesting models are those which are far away from any
PDE.
Traveling waves in lattice dynamical systems are solutions which vary in
time, assuming a fixed spatial profile which moves at constant speed in a
given direction; precise definitions are given in Section 3 for lattice ODEs,
and in Section 6 for CMLs. Such solutions have been much studied for
PDE’s and related systems (see [4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 16, 26, 27, 31, 33, 38, 41,
42, 44, 64, 67, 69, 70, 73], and references therein) and have also been
studied for LDSs by many people (see [1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 18, 24, 25, 35, 36, 37,
46, 52, 53, 58, 60, 61, 68, 71, 75, 76]). However, the theory for LDSs is
considerably more complicated and is much less developed. An overview of
some recent results on LDSs is presented in several surveys [21, 23, 59,
62].
Abstractly, a lattice ODE has the form
x* =F(x), x # X, (1.1)
where F : X  X, and one seeks to solve an initial value problem x(0)=x0
for a given x0 # X. Here XB is a Banach space which is a subset of
B=(Rd)4=[x | x : 4  Rd],
the set of all (usually infinite) vectors x indexed by the set 4. Typically 4
is a lattice, namely a discrete infinite subset 4Rm invariant under a sym-
metry group on Rm, and the nonlinearity F generally reflects the geometry
of 4. Common choices for 4 are the integer lattice Zm, the hexagonal
lattice in R2, and the crystallographic lattices in R3, while X is often one
of the Banach spaces l p=l p(4, Rd) with the usual norm, where 1p.
A coupled map lattice, abstractly, is a map G : X  X which is iterated
to define a dynamical system with discrete time. That is, one considers
x(n+1)=G(x(n)) (1.2)
for n0, with x(0)=x0 given. Of particular interest here are time-
discretizations of the lattice ODE (1.1), such as
x(n+1)=x(n)+hF(x(n)), (1.3)
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that is, G=I+hF, where h>0 is small. The map (1.3) is of course the
Euler discretization of (1.1), although other such schemes, for example
the RungeKutta scheme, can be considered.
Perhaps the most studied lattice ODE is the spatially discrete Nagumo
equation
x* j=d(xj&1&2xj+xj+1)+ g(xj), j # Z, (1.4)
on the lattice 4=Z, where d # R and g : R  R has a bistable character, for
example g(u)=:u(u&a)(1&u) for some :>0 and a # (0, 1). By a traveling
wave solution here we mean a solution x= p(t), of the form xj=
pj (t)=.( j&ct) for each j # Z, for some . : R  R and some c # R. This
formulation, with the moving coordinate != j&ct, was introduced by
Keener [50]. Zinner [76] proved that given a{12, then for all sufficiently
large d Eq. (1.4) has such a solution with c{0, and which is spatially
asymptotic, in particular satisfying
lim
!  
.(!)=1, lim
!  &
.(!)=0. (1.5)
He further studied the stability of this solution in [75], which in fact is a
perturbation of the one studied classically by Fife and McLeod [41] for
the PDE
ut=uyy+ g(u), y # R. (1.6)
In [46] a general existence result for traveling waves of (1.4) and of similar
equations was given, valid for any d>0. More recently [60, 61], the global
structure of the set of all traveling wave solutions was described within a
general framework of dynamical systems, providing existence, uniqueness,
and monotonicity results, and including the case of higher-dimensional lat-
tices. In particular, the uniqueness of c # R was shown. Also, the uniqueness
of . : R  R and its strict monotonicity
.$(!)>0, ! # R, (1.7)
were shown when c{0. In addition, for any positive d and : it was shown
that c<0 for all a near 0, and that c>0 for all a near 1. Other properties
of waves in higher dimensions, in particular their dependence on the
direction of motion, were also studied in [18]. Let us also note a number
of other results [9, 19, 33, 38, 42], on traveling waves for various nonlocal
evolution equations.
For the Euler time-discretization
xj (n+1)=xj (n)+h(d(x j&1(n)&2xj (n)+x j+1(n))+ g(xj (n))) (1.8)
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of the system (1.4), the existence of certain traveling waves having rational
speed with respect to the spatio-temporal discretization was proved in [1].
Generally, a traveling wave of (1.8) means a solution x=q(n) of the form
xj=qj (n)=( j&cn) for some uniformly continuous  : D  R and some
c # R, where
D=[ j&cn | j, n # Z]. (1.9)
It was proved in [24] that for each a # (0, 1) there exists K>0, such that
if 0<dK:, then for 0<h(2d+:a*)&1, with a*=max[a, 1&a],
Eq. (1.8) has no traveling wave solutions lying in [0, 1], moving with
nonzero speed, and connecting the constant states x=0 and x=1. It was
conjectured that for each a # (0, 1) there exists K$>0, such that if
0<K$:<d, then for 0<h<2(4d+:a*)&1 Eq. (1.8) has such a traveling
wave (one would also expect to require that a{12). A partial verification
of this conjecture, namely the existence of a traveling wave when
0<K$:<d for sufficiently small h, follows from the present paper together
with the results in [76] noted above.
We note that there is a sharp difference between the cases of rational and
irrational speed c for traveling waves of (1.8). For c rational, the set DR
is discrete and the function  above satisfies a finite-dimensional difference
equation, while for c irrational, D is dense in R and  satisfies a genuinely
infinite-dimensional functional equation. In contrast to earlier works,
which have only considered the case of rational c, in the present paper we
are able to treat both the rational and irrational cases on an equal footing,
proving existence of traveling waves of the system (1.8) for c=c(h) varying
continuously with h in an interval. We note that traveling waves with
irrational speed have recently been obtained [56] by Liu and Yu for
spatio-temporal discretizations of a very different problem, namely systems
of hyperbolic conservation laws ut+ f (u)y=0. The issues and techniques
there are in fact very different from our own, and require that the speed c
be restricted to a special subset of irrational values characterized by a
Diophantine condition. For other results on discretizations of systems of
conservation laws, see, for example, [15, 74], and the references therein.
Let us remark that Eq. (1.4) is well-posed even for d<0, and that some
of the most interesting phenomena, such as pattern formation and spatial
chaos, occur naturally for d<0 (see [22]). Our use of a moving coordinate
system in both the continuous-time problem (Theorem A) and in the
discrete-time problem (Theorem B) are equally valid for this range,
although our spectral analysis (Theorem C) requires d>0.
For the PDE (1.6) one usually studies the existence, stability, and other
dynamical properties of a traveling wave solution by introducing the
traveling or moving coordinate != y&ct as a new space coordinate, to
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yield the equation vt&cv!=v!!+ g(v) for v(t, !)=u(t, !+ct). In this new
coordinate system a traveling wave solution, with wave speed c,
corresponds to an equilibrium solution v=.(!), where . satisfies the ODE
&c.$=."+ g(.). The transformed system can be studied near the equi-
librium . using the standard tools of dynamical systems, such as stability
theory, invariant manifold theory, and bifurcation theory.
On the other hand, upon substituting xj=.( j&ct) into (1.4) one sees
that . satisfies the nonlocal differential equation
&c.$(!)=d(.(!&1)&2.(!)+.(!+1))+ g(.(!)).
More generally, introducing != j&ct to replace j # Z, and letting xj (t)=
v(t, j&ct) in (1.4), leads to the equation
vt(t, !)&cv!(t, !)=d(v(t, !&1)&2v(t, !)+v(t, !+1))+ g(v(t, !))
about which almost nothing is known. Such a change of variables fails to
address the central difficulty, namely how to move continuously with the
wave along a discrete lattice.
In this paper we develop an alternative geometric approach to the study
of traveling waves, both in lattice ODEs and in CMLs. With our approach
we study the stability of waves in lattice ODEs, and prove existence of
traveling waves (including waves with irrational wave speeds) in those
CMLs obtained as time-discretizations of lattice ODEs. Our main idea is
as follows. Instead of using a traveling or moving coordinate ! as above,
we construct a local coordinate system in a tubular neighborhood of the
traveling wave solution in the phase space X of our system. Such a con-
struction is analogous to the local coordinate system around a periodic
solution of an ODE, as described for example in [45]. In this coordinate
system a lattice ODE becomes a nonautonomous time-periodic ODE (still
in an infinite-dimensional space), and the traveling wave solution is trans-
formed into a periodic solution of this ODE. With such a transformation,
it is possible to use all the standard tools of dynamical systems to study the
resulting flow in a neighborhood of this periodic solution. For example,
stability of a traveling wave can be analyzed in terms of the stability of the
corresponding periodic orbit. And traveling waves of the time-discretized
system (1.3) correspond to certain orbits of a circle diffeomorphism, with
the rotation number of the diffeomorphism equal to the wave speed. In
particular, our approach provides a unified treatment of such waves
irrespective of whether their speed is rational or irrational.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic
notation and definitions which will be used throughout the paper, and as
well we prove some preliminary results. In Section 3 we state our first main
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result (Theorem A), which gives the natural spectral condition for a travel-
ing wave in a lattice ODE to be asymptotically stable. There we also
discuss basic properties of traveling waves in lattice ODEs. Section 4 is
devoted to the construction of our main tool, a local coordinate system
around a traveling wave solution of a lattice ODE. Then in Section 5 this
coordinate system is used to prove Theorem A. In Section 6 we consider
CMLs obtained as time-discretizations of lattice ODEs. Here we prove our
second main result (Theorem B), namely an existence theorem for traveling
waves for such systems, and we are able to treat both rational and irra-
tional wave speeds in a unified manner. In Section 7 we discuss spectral
properties of the linearization about a traveling wave solution of a lattice
ODE. In Section 8 we apply our results to the discrete Nagumo Eq. (1.4),
proving our third main result (Theorem C), that the basic spectral
conditions of Theorems A and B do hold for this system. Finally, in
Section 9 some technical results on the connectedness of GL(Z) (where Z
is some Banach space of infinite sequences) are discussed. These are needed
in the construction of the local coordinate system.
2. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Throughout this paper we take the lattice 4=Z, the integers on the real
line, and for definiteness we take X=l =l (Z, Rd) as the Banach space
for Eq. (1.1). We note however that many of our techniques also apply with
the Banach space l p(Z, Rd).
Let us now fix some terms for the remainder of this paper.
Standing Notation and Assumptions. The following notation and
assumptions will be used without further comment throughout this paper.
(1) X=[x : Z  Rd | &x&<] where &x&=supj # Z |x j |, that is, X is
the Banach space l (Z, Rd).
(2) S : X  X is the shift operator defined by (Sx) j=x j&1 for j # Z.
(3) x y, for x, y # X, means xj yj for every j # Z.
(4) F : X  X is a fixed function of class C r for some r2.
(5) F(Sx)=SF(x) is assumed to hold for every x # X.
(6) x(t, x0) denotes the unique solution of the initial value problem
x(0)=x0 for Eq. (1.1), on its maximal interval of existence, for any x0 # X.
(7) From Lemma 3.2 to the end of the paper we assume that x= p(t)
is a fixed nontrivial traveling wave solution of Eq. (1.1), with ., c, and T
as in (3.2) and (3.3) below, and with positive wave speed c>0.
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(8) A(t2 , t1) : X  X, for every t1 , t2 # R, denotes the evolution
operator associated to the linearization of Eq. (1.1) along x= p(t), that is,
A(t2 , t1) w(t1)=w(t2) where w* (t)=DF( p(t)) w(t). (2.1)
(9) GL(Z) denotes the space of all real bounded linear
isomorphisms L : Z  Z, where Z is any real Banach space. The topology
of GL(Z) is that given by the operator norm.
(10) _(L)C and _ess(L)C denote respectively the spectrum and
the essential spectrum of a bounded linear operator L : Z  Z on a
Banach space Z, while \(L)=C"_(L) denotes the resolvent set of L.
(11) * # _(L) is called a simple eigenvalue if * is an isolated point of
the spectrum, and if also the canonical invariant subspace associated to *
is one-dimensional.
(12) |E|=sup[ |*| | * # E] for any nonempty set EC, and thus
|_(L)| denotes the spectral radius of an operator L. By convention we set
|,|=&.
Various definitions and a discussion pertaining to traveling waves will be
given in the next section. In this section we content ourselves with several
remarks on the above.
The standard local existence, uniqueness, and regularity theorems from
ODEs ensure that the solution x(t, x0) of the initial value problem
x(0)=x0 for (1.1) is well defined, and that it is C r in x0 and C r+1 in t.
Also,
A(t2 , t1)=D2x(t, x0)| (t, x0)=(t2&t1 , p(t1)) ,
which is the derivative of x(t, x0) with respect to the second argument x0
at the indicated point. We have that A(t3 , t2) A(t2 , t1)=A(t3 , t1) and that
A(t2 , t1)&1=A(t1 , t2) for every t1 , t2 , t3 # R, and thus A(t2 , t1) # GL(X).
We also note that A(t2 , t1) p* (t1)= p* (t2) for every t1 , t2 # R.
The commutativity condition (5) means that all lattice points are
dynamically identical, and is a fundamental assumption for any discussion
of traveling waves. Note that this condition implies that the derivative DF
of F satisfies
DF(Sx)=SDF(x) S&1 (2.2)
for every x # X. Also note that S is an isometry, &Sx&=&x&.
A particular case of Eq. (1.1) occurs when the nonlinearity F has finite
range, namely when there exists an integer s0 such that
Fj (x)= f (xj&s , xj&s+1 , ..., xj+s), (2.3)
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for every j # Z and x # X, where f : (Rd)2s+1  Rd. Here Fj (x) denotes the
jth coordinate of F(x) # X. One checks that F is C r smooth on X if and
only if f is C r smooth on (Rd)2s+1. (We remark that a general finite-range
nonlinearity F, for which commutativity (5) does not necessarily hold,
would be given by (2.3) except that the functions f = fj would also depend
on j # Z.) With the following definition and proposition we give a slight
generalization of the finite-range condition (2.3), which will appear
naturally in our later analysis.
Definition. We say the nonlinearity F has quasifinite range in case the
linear operator DF(x)&DF( y) is a compact operator on X whenever
x, y # X are such that
lim
j  
xj& yj=0, lim
j  &
xj& y j=0, (2.4)
both hold.
Proposition 2.1. If F has finite range, that is, is of the form (2.3) for
some f : (Rd)2s+1  Rd, then F has quasifinite range.
Proof. If [aj]j # Z is any bounded sequence of real numbers, we denote
by 2a the diagonal operator on X defined by (2a x)j=ajxj for every j # Z.
It is an easy exercise to show that 2a is a compact operator if and only if
limj   a j=lim j  & aj=0.
Consider any x, y # X, and with f as in (2.3) define am # X, for |m|s,
by
amj =
f (xj&s , x j&s+1 , ..., x j+s)
xj+m
,
where j # Z. Let bmj be defined similarly, but with y in place of x. Then for
any z # X we have
((DF(x)&DF( y)) z)j = :
s
m=&s
(amj &b
m
j ) zj+m
= :
s
m=&s
(amj &b
m
j )(S
&mz) j
= :
s
m=&s
(2am&bm S &mz) j ,
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and hence
DF(x)&DF( y)= :
s
m=&s
2am&bm S &m.
If x and y satisfy (2.4), then limj   amj &b
m
j =limj  & a
m
j &b
m
j =0 for
every m, and hence 2am&bm is a compact operator. Thus DF(x)&DF( y) is
compact, so F has quasifinite range. K
For any bounded linear operator L on a Banach space Z we define the
essential spectrum of L to be the set
_ess(L)=[* # C | * # _(L+K ) for every compact
linear operator K : Z  Z].
Thus * # C"_ess(L) if and only if *I&L=E+K where E is an isomorphism
and K is compact. One immediately sees that _ess(L)_(L) is closed, and
that _ess(L+K )=_ess(L) for every compact operator K. One also checks
that * # C"_ess(L) if and only if *I&L is a Fredholm operator of Fredholm
index zero. Necessarily then, every * # _(L)"_ess(L) is an eigenvalue of L.
The following result, which is stated in a slightly different form in [47],
gives a more detailed description of such eigenvalues.
Proposition 2.2. If *0 # C"_ess(L) for some bounded linear operator
L : Z  Z, then either
(1) *0 # \(L),
(2) *0 is an isolated eigenvalue of L, and [* # C | 0<|*&*0 |<=]
\(L) for some =>0, or
(3) every * near *0 is an eigenvalue of L, and hence
[* # C | |*&*0 |<=]_(L) for some =>0. If |*0 |>|_ess(L)| then (3) does
not hold.
Remark. Given *0 # C"_ess(L) and a compact operator K, it is possible
that different conclusions (1), (2), or (3), hold for the two operators L and
L+K, for the same *0 , as the following example of Henry [47] shows. Let
L=S, the shift on X, and let K : X  X denote the rank-one operator
defined by (Kx)1=&x0 and (Kx) j=0 for all j{1. It is well known
that _(S)=[* # C | |*|=1], the unit circle, and one concludes directly
from Proposition 2.2 that _ess(S)=_(S). On the other hand, one easily
checks that _(S+K )=[* # C | |*|1], and that every * in this set is an
eigenvalue of S+K. Thus those *0 # C for which |*0 |<1 satisfy (1) in
the statement of Proposition 2.2 for the operator S, but satisfy (3) for the
operator S+K.
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Proof. Assume that *0 is as in the statement of Proposition 2.2, but that
(1) does not hold, and thus *0 # _(L)"_ess(L) is an eigenvalue of L. We use
a LyapunovSchmidt argument to determine all nearby eigenvalues of L.
As *0I&L is a Fredholm operator of index zero, we have the decomposi-
tions Z=Zker Z ker and Z=Z ran Zran , where Zker=ker(*0 I&L)
and Zran=range(*0 I&L) is closed, and where moreover dim Zker=
dim Z ran<. Taking *0=0 without loss, we have the block matrices
L=\00
0
L22+ , I=\
I11
I21
I12
I22+ , *I&L=\
*I11
*I21
*I12
*I22&L22+ , (2.5)
for the operators L, I : Zker Z ker  Z ranZran and for *I&L, relative to
the given decompositions of the domain and range spaces (these decom-
positions are in general different, which accounts for the nontrivial block
form of the identity I ). Moreover, L22 : Z ker  Zran is an isomorphism.
Because L is a Fredholm operator of index zero, the same is true for
*I&L for every * near 0, and so for every such * either * # \(L) or else *
is an eigenvalue of L. Using the block form (2.5) of *I&L, we see that *
is an eigenvalue of L, with eigenvector x=col( y, z) where y # Zker and
z # Z ker , if and only if *(I11 y+I12 z)=0 and *I21 y+(*I22&L22) z=0. For
|*| small enough that *I22&L22 is invertible, one solves for z=
&*(*I22&L22)&1 I21 y and thereby obtains an eigenvector if and only if
J(*)y=0 for some nonzero y # Zker , where J(*) : Zker  Z ran is given by
J(*)=*(I11&*I12(*I22&L22)&1 I21). Equivalently, such * is an eigenvalue
of L if and only if 2(*)=0 where 2(*)=det J(*), with this determinant
calculated with respect to any fixed but arbitrary bases of Zker and of Z ran .
The function 2 is holomorphic in a neighborhood of *=0, and so either
*0=0 is an isolated zero of 2 and conclusion (2) holds, or else 2(*)=0
identically near *0=0 and conclusion (3) holds.
To prove the final claim of the proposition, let UC"_ess(L) denote the
maximal unbounded connected component of C"_ess(L), and which thus
contains the set [* # C | |*|>|_ess(L)|]. Let
U12=[*0 # U | conclusion (1) or (2) in the statement of
Proposition 2.2 holds],
U3=U"U12=[*0 # U | conclusion (3) in the statement of
Proposition 2.2 holds].
By the first part of this proposition, both U12 and U3 are open sets, hence
either U12=, or else U3=, as the set U is connected. But if |*0 |> |_(L)|
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then *0 # \(L) hence *0 # U12{,, and so U3=, and U12=U. Thus if
|*0 |>|_ess(L)| then *0 # U, hence *0 # U12 , and so conclusion (3) does not
hold. K
The following result describes a stability condition for an operator L. It
will be used in the proof of Theorem C.
Proposition 2.3. Let L : Z  Z be a bounded linear operator for which
|_ess(L)|<1. Suppose there exists q # Z, with Lq=q{0. Also suppose that
for any x # Z, there exists a subsequence nk   for which Lnkx  Cq for
some C # R. Then *=1 is a simple eigenvalue of L, and |_(L)"[1] |<1, that
is, _(L)"[1] lies in the unit circle.
Proof. If * # _(L) satisfies |*|1, then *  _ess(L) and hence * is an
eigenvalue of L. By taking x to be the corresponding eigenvector, we see
that x is a nonzero multiple of q, and conclude that *=1 and that
ker(I&L) is one-dimensional, spanned by q. Moreover, *=1 is an isolated
point of _(L) by Proposition 2.2, and so |_(L)"[1]|<1.
We next note that q  range(I&L). If not, then Lx=x+q for some
x # Z, implying that Lnx=x+nq has norm tending to infinity, a con-
tradiction. We conclude from this, and from the fact that I&L is Fredholm
with index zero, that Z=ker(I&L)range(I&L), and that the restric-
tion of I&L to range(I&L) is an isomorphism. From this we conclude
that *=1 is simple. K
3. TRAVELING WAVES IN LATTICE ODE’S
The following theorem is one of our three main results, and concerns the
stability of traveling waves of Eq. (1.1). It will be proved in Section 5.
Theorem A. Suppose a traveling wave solution x= p(t) of (1.1) satisfies
both the inequalities
lim inf
t  
&p(t)& p(0)&>0, lim inf
t  &
&p(t)& p(0)&>0. (3.1)
Suppose also that _(S&’A( |T |, 0))"[1] lies inside the unit circle, and that
*=1 is a simple eigenvalue of the operator S &’A( |T |, 0), where ’=sgn c is
the sign of the wave speed and T=c&1. Then this traveling wave solution is
asymptotically stable with an asymptotic phase shift.
In the rest of this section, we will introduce some basic definitions and
study fundamental properties of traveling wave solutions.
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Definition. A traveling wave solution of (1.1) is a solution x= p(t)=
[ pj (t)] j # Z of the form
pj (t)=.( j&ct), j # Z, t # R, (3.2)
for some bounded function . : D  Rd of one variable and some constant
c # R, where
D=[ j&ct | j # Z and t # R]={R,Z,
c{0,
c=0.
Here . is called the wave profile function, c the wave speed, and != j&ct
the traveling or moving coordinate.
Remark. We have for any traveling wave solution with c{0 that
p(t+T )=S ’p(t), T=c&1, ’=sgn c. (3.3)
Conversely, if a solution to (1.1) satisfies p(t+T )=S’p(t) for some T{0
and ’=\1, then by letting c=T &1 and defining .(!)= p0(&T!), we
have that (3.2) holds, and so this solution is a traveling wave.
We also note that when c{0 then the wave profile function . is C r+1
with derivatives up to order r+1 bounded and uniformly continuous on R.
This follows from the fact that the general solution x(t, x0) is C r+1 in t.
Definition. We say that a traveling wave solution x= p(t) is
(1) nontrivial if p* (t){0 for some t # R;
(2) spatially asymptotic if both limits limj   pj (t)=a+ and
limj  & pj (t)=a& exist for every t # R;
(3) spatially periodic with period k # Z"[0] if pj+k(t)= pj (t) for
every j # Z and every t # R;
(4) time-periodic with period {{0 if pj (t+{)= pj (t) for every j # Z
and every t # R.
Remark. Suppose that x= p(t) as in (3.2) is a traveling wave solution
of Eq. (1.1). Then by the uniqueness of solutions of initial value problems
for (1.1), we have that x= p(t)
(1) is nontrivial if and only if p* (t){0 for all t # R, equivalently that
c{0 and . is not constant on R;
(2) is spatially asymptotic if and only if lim!  \ .(!)=a\ ;
(3) is spatially periodic with period k # Z"[0] if and only if pj+k(t)
= pj (t) for every j # Z and some t # R; which is true if and only if
.(!+k)=.(!) for every ! # D; and
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(4) is time-periodic with period {{0 if and only if pj (t+{)= pj (t)
for every j # Z and some t # R; which is true if and only if either c=0, or
else c{0 and .(!+c{)=.(!) for every ! # R.
Moreover,
(5) if x= p(t) is spatially periodic with period k # Z"[0], then it is
time-periodic with period {=kc&1 if c{0, or with every period {{0 if
c=0; and
(6) if x= p(t) is time-periodic with period {{0, with c{0 such that
c{=k1 k2 is rational (here k1 , k2 # Z"[0]), then it is spatially periodic with
period k=k1 .
Remark. One easily sees that a nontrivial traveling wave solution which
is spatially asymptotic satisfies condition (3.1). On the other hand, any
wave which satisfies (3.1) is nontrivial, and is not time-periodic.
Definition. A traveling wave solution x= p(t) is said to be asymptoti-
cally stable with asymptotic phase shift if for any =>0, there exists $>0
such that for any t0 # R and x0 # X with &x0& p(t0)&<$, one has that
&x(t, x0)& p(t+t0)&<= for all t>0, (3.4)
and if in addition there exists t
*
# R such that
&x(t, x0)& p(t+t*)&  0 as t  . (3.5)
The difference t
*
&t0 is called the phase shift.
Remark. We have that A( |T |, 0) p* (0)= p* ( |T | )=S ’p* (0){0 in the
notation (3.3), and therefore S &’A( |T |, 0) p* (0)= p* (0). That is, *=1 is an
eigenvalue of S &’A( |T |, 0) and p* (0) is a corresponding eigenvector.
Remark. A traveling wave solution x= p(t) generates a family of
solutions x= p(t+%) for every fixed % # R, and therefore a set MX given
by
M={[ p(%) | % # R],[Skp(0) | k # Z],
c{0,
c=0.
(3.6)
which is invariant under both the flow of (1.1) and under the shift operator S.
The next result ensures that the representation (3.2) of a traveling wave
solution is unique provided the wave is not time-periodic. This in particular
is the case for the traveling wave in Theorem A.
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Proposition 3.1. Suppose that x=p(t) is not time-periodic. Then there
exist unique . : D  Rd and c # R, with c{0, such that pj(t)=.( j&ct) for
every j # Z and t # R.
Proof. First, we note by the non-periodicity of x= p(t) that c{0 in
any representation (3.2). Now assume that there exist .1 , .2 : R  Rd and
c1 , c2 # R such that
pj (t)=.1( j&c1 t)=.2( j&c2 t)
for every j # Z and t # R. Setting != j&c2 t, we have that t=c &12 ( j&!)
hence j&c1t= j&c1 c &12 ( j&!). It follows that
.2(!)=.1( j&c1c &12 ( j&!)) (3.7)
for every ! # R and j # Z. By letting j=0, we have that .2(!)=.1(c1 c&12 !),
and so from (3.7)
.2(!)=.1( j&c1c &12 ( j&!))=.2(c2c
&1
1 j& j+!) (3.8)
for every ! # R and j # Z. If c1{c2 then .2(!) is periodic in ! by (3.8), and
so x= p(t) is time-periodic, a contradiction. Therefore c1=c2 and so
.1(!)=.2(!) for every ! # R. K
As stated in Section 2, for the remainder of the paper we assume that
x= p(t) is a fixed nontrivial traveling wave solution with positive wave
speed c>0, and hence with T>0 and ’=1 in (3.3). The modifications
needed for a wave with speed c<0 are in fact very minor.
Lemma 3.2. There exist constants K>0 and $>0 such that
&p(t1)& p(t2)&K |t1&t2 | (3.9)
whenever |t1&t2 |$.
Proof. First, by (3.3), without loss of generality we assume that
0t1T. Since x= p(t) is nontrivial, p* (t){0 for every t # R, so there
exists K$>0 such that
&p* (t)&K$ for every t # [&T, 2T]. (3.10)
For every t1 , t2 # R with t1{t2 we have
p(t1)& p(t2)
t1&t2
& p* (t1)=|
1
0
p* (t2+s(t1&t2))& p* (t1) ds,
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and so there exists $>0 such that for any t1 # [0, T] and t2 # R with
|t1&t2 |$ we have
" p(t1)& p(t2)t1&t2 & p* (t1)"<
K$
2
. (3.11)
The inequality (3.9), for |t1&t2 |<$, where K=K$2, now follows directly
from (3.10) and (3.11). K
Lemma 3.3. If x= p(t) satisfies (3.1) then there exists K>0 such that
&p(t1)& p(t2)&K
whenever |t1&t2 |$, where $ (but not necessarily K ) is as in Lemma 3.2.
Proof. Suppose the lemma is not true. Then there exist sequences tn1
and tn2 with |t
n
1&t
n
2 |$ such that
&p(tn1)& p(tn2)&  0 (3.12)
as n  . By (3.3) we may assume without loss of generality that
0tn1T. Now if t
n
2 is bounded, by taking a subsequence if necessary we
may assume the existence of the limits tn1  t1* and t
n
2  t2* as n  . There-
fore p(t1*)= p(t2*) with t1*{t2*, and so x= p(t) is periodic in time. But this
contradicts the inequalities in (3.1).
Thus tn2 is unbounded and we may assume without loss that |t
n
2 |  
as n  . It then follows from (3.12), and from the continuous depen-
dence of solutions of (1.1) with respect to initial conditions, that
&p(0)& p(tn2&t
n
1)&  0 as n  . This again contradicts (3.1). K
The following result follows directly from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.
Proposition 3.4. If x= p(t) satisfies (3.1) then the set M defined in
(3.6) is a smooth embedded one-dimensional submanifold of X.
Remark. If x= p(t) is asymptotically stable with asymptotic phase shift,
and if also (3.1) holds, then the phase shift satisfies t
*
&t0  0 uniformly
in x0 as =  0, for = in the definition of asymptotic stability with asymptotic
phase shift, and for t0 and t* as in (3.4) and (3.5). Indeed, by (3.4)
and (3.5)
lim sup
t  
&p(t+t
*
)& p(t+t0)&=,
and by taking t=nT&t0 it follows using (3.3) that
&p(t
*
&t0)& p(0)&=.
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Using Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we conclude from this that t
*
&t0  0
uniformly in x0 as =  0.
Lemma 3.5. For every n0 we have that
(1) A(t+nT, nT )=SnA(t, 0)S &n for every t # R, and
(2) (S&1A(T, 0))n=S &nA(nT, 0).
Proof. We first prove (1) for n=1. Fix any w0 # X and let w1(t)=
A(t, 0) S&1w0 and w2(t)=A(t+T, T ) w0 . Then
w* 2(t)=DF( p(t+T )) w2(t)
=DF(Sp(t)) w2(t)=SDF( p(t)) S&1w2(t)
using (2.2), and so S&1w2(t) satisfies the linear variational equation in
(2.1). Thus
S&1w2(t)=A(t, 0) S &1w2(0)=A(t, 0) S &1w0=w1(t),
and hence S&1A(t+T, T )=A(t, 0) S &1 for every t # R, which gives (1) for
n=1. An easy induction argument then gives (1) for n1.
One proves (2) by inducting on n and using (1). Trivially, (2) holds for
n=0. If (2) holds for some n0 as stated, then
(S&1A(T, 0))n+1=S &1A(T, 0) S&nA(nT, 0)
=S &1S&nA((n+1) T, nT ) A(nT, 0)
=S &(n+1)A((n+1) T, 0),
giving (2) for n+1. K
4. A LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
In this section we shall construct a local coordinate system around the
traveling wave solution x= p(t), that is, a neighborhood of the set MX
in (3.6). We will use this coordinate system in the next section to prove
Theorem A, and in Section 6 to prove Theorem B, which concerns the
existence of traveling waves in CMLs.
We first present a technical result which is at the heart of our construction.
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Lemma 4.1. There exists Z # C r(R, GL(X)) such that
(1) Z(0)=I,
(2) Z(%+T )=SZ(%), and
(3) Z(%) p* (0)= p* (%),
for every % # R.
We shall prove Lemma 4.1 at the end of this section. To use Lemma 4.1
to construct our coordinate system, we first fix any subspace YX of
codimension one such that p* (0)  Y. We then define 8 : R_Y  X by
8(%, y)= p(%)+Z(%) y. (4.1)
As we shall see below, (%, y) where % is considered mod T and &y& is small,
serves a local coordinate system along the traveling wave solution x= p(t),
that is, in a neighborhood of the set M. In particular, the identity
8(%+T, y)=S8(%, y), (4.2)
which is easily seen, will allow us to identify (%, y) with (%+T, y), or
equivalently, to identify x with Sx in X. In this direction we have the
following result.
Proposition 4.2. For any _>0 define neighborhoods
U_=[(%, y) # R_Y | &y&<_],
V_=[x # X | &x& p(%)&<_ for some % # R],
of R_[0]R_Y and of MX respectively. Then the map 8 is C r, and
for all sufficiently small _0>0 there exist _1 , _2>0 such that 8 is a
diffeomorphism on U_0 satisfying
V_18(U_0)V_2 . (4.3)
Proof. The C r smoothness of 8 follows directly from the smoothness of
p and Z. Next observe that because Z(%) is an isomorphism on X, we have
that Z(%) Y is a subspace of X of codimension one. Moreover,
p* (%)  Z(%) Y by (3) of Lemma 4.1 and the fact that p* (0)  Y, and thus
X=( p* (%)) Z(%) Y
for any %, with ( } ) denoting the span.
For any (%1 , y1) # R_Y, we have for the derivative of 8 that
D8(%, 0)(%1 , y1)= p* (%) %1+Z(%) y1 # ( p* (%)) Z(%) Y=X,
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and one sees from this that D8(%, 0) is an isomorphism from R_Y onto
X. From (4.2) we have that D8(%+T, y) is an isomorphism if and only if
D8(%, y) is an isomorphism, and so it follows that if _>0 is sufficiently
small, then D8(%, y) is an isomorphism for every (%, y) # U_ .
We next show that if _>0 is sufficiently small then 8 is one-to-one on
U_ . If not, then there are sequences (%n , yn) and (%$n , y$n) in R_Y such that
8(%n , yn)=8(%$n , y$n) and yn , y$n  0 as n  . By (4.2), we may assume
that %n # [0, T] and that %n  %*. Because 8 is one-to-one in a
neighborhood of (%
*
, 0), there exists r>0 such that |%$n&%* |r for all
large n. If %$n is bounded, without loss we assume that %$n  %$* , and we
have p(%
*
)=8(%
*
, 0)=8(%$
*
, 0)= p(%$
*
). This contradicts the fact that p
is one-to-one. Therefore %$n is unbounded, and we have that
&p(%$n)& p(%*)&=&8(%$n , 0)&8(%* , 0)&
&8(%$n , 0)&8(%$n , y$n)&+&8(%$n , y$n)&8(%* , 0)&
=&Z(%$n) y$n&+&8(%n , yn)&8(%* , 0)&  0
as n  . But this contradicts Lemma 3.3.
The existence of _1>0 in (4.3), for any _0>0, is a straightforward
consequence of the fact that 8 is a diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of
each point (%, 0) # R_Y, and the identity (4.2). The existence of _2>0 in
(4.3) is also straightforward, and we omit the details. K
In what follows we let _0 , _1 , and _2 be as in the statement of Proposi-
tion 4.2. With this result, the lattice ODE (1.1) in the neighborhood
8(U_0)$V_1 of M may be rewritten as an ODE in (%, y) in U_0 . To do this
explicitly, first let & # X* be the unique element of the dual space X* of X
satisfying both
&( p* (0))=1, &| Y =0. (4.4)
Then substituting x=8(%, y) into Eq. (1.1), where (%, y) # U_0 , we obtain
( p* (%)+DZ(%) y) %4 +Z(%) y* =F( p(%)+Z(%)y),
where we use the formula D8(%, y)(%1 , y1)=( p* (%)+DZ(%) y) %1+Z(%) y1
for the derivative of 8. As Z(%) p* (0)= p* (%), we have therefore
( p* (0)+Z(%)&1 DZ(%) y) %4 + y* =Z(%)&1 F( p(%)+Z(%)y). (4.5)
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By applying & to (4.5), we may eliminate y* and solve for %4 , using (4.4).
Then, substituting the resulting formula for %4 back into (4.5), we may solve
for y* . We obtain a pair of equations
%4 =3(%, y),
(4.6)
y* =Y(%, y),
where
3(%, y)=(1+&(Z(%)&1 DZ(%) y))&1 &(Z(%)&1 F( p(%)+Z(%) y)),
Y(%, y)=Z(%)&1 F( p(%)+Z(%) y) (4.7)
&( p* (0)+Z(%)&1 DZ(%) y) 3(%, y).
By construction both 3 : U_0  R and Y : U_0  Y are C
r&1 in U_0 . By (3.3)
and by (2) of Lemma 4.1 one has that 3 and Y are of period T in %,
3(%+T, y)=3(%, y), Y(%+T, y)=Y(%, y).
In addition, 3(%, 0)=1 and Y(%, 0)=0 for all % # R, following from the fact
that Z(%)&1 F( p(%))=Z(%)&1 p* (%)= p* (0), and by possibly decreasing _0
we have that 3(%, y)>0 everywhere in U_0 . Upon taking the quotient of
the equations in (4.6) we obtain a system of the form
y$=H(%, y), (4.8)
with y$ denoting the derivative of y with respect to %, and where
H(%, y)=
Y(%, y)
3(%, y)
(4.9)
is also of period T in %, with H(%, 0)=0. The traveling wave solution
x= p(t) of (1.1) corresponds to the solution (%, y)=(t, 0) of (4.6), and to
the zero solution y=0 of (4.8).
We wish to study the linearized flows of (4.6) and (4.8) about the travel-
ing wave, and to compare them with the linearization of (1.1). Let
B(t2 , t1) # GL(R_Y) denote the evolution operator of the variational
equation of (4.6) along (%, y)=(t, 0), that is,
B(t2 , t1)(%(t1), y(t1))=(%(t2), y(t2)), where {%
4 (t)=D2 3(t, 0) y(t),
y* (t)=D2Y(t, 0) y(t),
(4.10)
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where we note that D13(t, 0)=0 and D1 Y(t, 0)=0 for all t. Let
C(%2 , %1) # GL(Y) denote the evolution operator of the variational
equation of (4.8) along y=0, that is
C(%2 , %1) y(%1)= y(%2), where y$(%)=D2H(%, 0) y(%), (4.11)
where D1H(%, 0)=0. Note also that D2 H(%, 0)=D2Y(%, 0) from the
formula (4.9).
Proposition 4.3. We have for every %0 # R that
B(%0+T, %0)=D8(%0 , 0)&1 S &1A(%0+T, %0) D8(%0 , 0), (4.12)
which has the block form
B(%0+T, %0)=\10
B12(%0+T, %0)
C(%0+T, %0) +
(4.13)
B12(%0+T, %0)=|
%0+T
%0
D23(t, 0) C(t, %0) dt,
corresponding to the decomposition R_Y. We also have that
_(S&1A(%0+T, %0))=_(B(%0+T, %0))=_(C(%0+T, %0)) _ [1], (4.14)
and that these spectra are independent of %0 . Moreover, *=1 is a simple
eigenvalue of S&1A(%0+T, %0) or of B(%0+T, %0) if and only if
1  _(C(%0+T, %0)).
Proof. We first prove (4.12). Recall the solution x(t, x0) of (1.1)
through x0 at t=0, and let (%(t, %0 , y0), y(t, %0 , y0)) denote the solution of
(4.6) with initial value (%(0, %0 , y0), y(0, %0 , y0))=(%0 , y0). Certainly,
for any t we have that (%(t, %0 , y0), y(t, %0 , y0))=8&1(x(t, 8(%0 , y0)))
provided that &y0& is sufficiently small. Denoting 5(x0)=x(T, x0) and
E(%0 , y0)=(%(T, %0 , y0), y(T, %0 , y0)), (4.15)
we therefore have that E(%0 , y0)=8&1(5(8(%0 , y0))), and taking the
derivative at (%0 , y0)=(%0 , 0) yields
DE(%0 , 0)=D8(%0+T, 0)&1 D5( p(%0)) D8(%0 , 0)
=D8(%0 , 0)&1 S &1D5( p(%0)) D8(%0 , 0),
where (4.2) is used. Equation (4.12) now follows from the fact that
A(%0+T, %0)=D5( p(%0)), and that B(%0+T, %0)=DE(%0 , 0).
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To prove (4.13), consider the solution (%(t), y(t)) of the linear Eq. (4.10)
with initial conditions (%(t1), y(t1))=(%1 , y1). Then B(t2 , t1)(%1 , y1)=
(%(t2), y(t2)), so we have that y(t2)=C(t2 , t1) y1 from (4.11) and the fact
that D2H(t, 0)=D2 Y(t, 0). Taking t1=%0 and t2=%0+T gives the second
row of the matrix (4.13). Upon integrating the equation for %4 in (4.10) from
t=%0 to t=%0+T, we obtain the first row of this matrix.
The independence of the spectra (4.14) from %0 follows from the identity
S &1A(T, 0)=S &1A(%0+T, T )&1 A(%0+T, %0) A(%0 , 0)
=A(%0 , 0)&1 S &1A(%0+T, %0) A(%0 , 0),
which uses (1) of Lemma 3.5.
The remaining claims in the statement of Proposition 4.3 follow
directly. K
We now prove Lemma 4.1.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Our proof relies on the fact that if YX is a sub-
space of X of codimension one, then the set GL(Y) is connected. We shall
establish this fact in Section 9.
To begin, let YX be any subspace of codimension one, such that
p* (0)  Y. Since A(%, 0) : X  X is an isomorphism and p* (%)=A(%, 0) p* (0),
we have the direct sum decomposition X=( p* (%)) A(%, 0) Y for
every % # R. Let 6 denote the projection onto Y along ( p* (0)) for the
decomposition X=( p* (0)) Y at %=0.
We claim that the restriction of the map 6A(T, 0)&1 S to Y is an
isomorphism on Y, that is, an element of GL(Y). If 6A(T, 0)&1 Sy=0
for some y # Y, then A(T, 0)&1 Sy=*p* (0) for some * # R, hence
y=*S&1A(T, 0) p* (0)=*S &1p* (T )=*p* (0). Thus y # ( p* (0)) & Y=[0] is
the zero element, and so 6A(T, 0)&1S is one-to-one on Y. Next take any
z # Y. Let x=S&1A(T, 0)z and y=x+*p* (0), where * # R is uniquely
chosen so that y # Y, that is, y=6x. Then
6A(T, 0)&1Sy=6A(T, 0)&1 S(x+*p* (0))
=6z+*6A(T, 0)&1 p* (T )=6z+*6p* (0)=6z=z,
and so 6A(T, 0)&1 S maps Y onto Y, and hence is an isomorphism on Y.
Using the connectedness of GL(Y), let 0 # C r([0, T], GL(Y)) be a curve
in GL(Y) satisfying
0(%)={I,6A(T, 0)&1 S,
% # [0, T4],
% # [3T4, T].
(4.16)
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Let the linear functional & # X* be as in (4.4), and let # # C r([0, T], Y*) be
such that
#(%)y={0,&&(A(T, 0)&1 S0(T )&1 y),
% # [0, T4],
% # [3T4, T],
(4.17)
for y # Y. For future use, let us note here that
A(T, 0)&1 Sy=0(%) y&(#(%) 0(%) y) p* (0), % # [3T4, T], (4.18)
for every y # Y, which is easily checked by applying & and 6 to both sides
of the equation in (4.18), and using (4.16) and (4.17).
Now define Z : [0, T]  GL(X) as follows. For any % # [0, T] define
Z(%) on X=( p* (0)) Y by
Z(%) p* (0)= p* (%),
(4.19)
Z(%)y=A(%, 0) 0(%) y&(#(%) 0(%)y) p* (%), y # Y.
Certainly Z(0)=I, as in (1) in the statement of the lemma. One checks that
Z(%) # GL(X), that is, Z(%) is an isomorphism on X, by first noting that
Z(%) is in upper triangular block form considered as a mapping
Z(%) : ( p* (0)) Y  ( p* (%)) A(%, 0)Y. Indeed, one has
Z(%)=\10
&#(%) 0(%)
A(%, 0) 0(%)+
for these decompositions of X in the domain and range of Z(%). One then
observes that the diagonal entry A(%, 0) 0(%) is an isomorphism from Y
onto A(%, 0) Y.
We next claim that Z(%) satisfies
Z(%)={A(%, 0),A(%, T ) S,
% # [0, T4],
% # [3T4, T].
(4.20)
The first line of (4.20) follows directly from (4.19), using (4.16) and (4.17)
and also the fact that A(%, 0) p* (0)= p* (%). To prove the second line of
(4.20), we have by (4.19) that Z(%) p* (0)= p* (%)=A(%, T ) p* (T )=
A(%, T ) Sp* (0). Further, by (4.19) and then (4.18), we have for every y # Y
and % # [3T4, T] that
A(%, 0)&1 Z(%) y=0(%) y&(#(%) 0(%) y) p* (0)=A(T, 0)&1 Sy,
that is, Z(%) y=A(%, 0) A(T, 0)&1 Sy=A(%, T ) Sy. With this, (4.20) is
proved.
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Having defined Z : [0, T]  GL(X) as above, and noting from (4.20)
that Z(T )=S=SZ(0), we may uniquely extend this function to
Z : R  GL(X) on the real line so that
Z(%+T )=SZ(%), % # R. (4.21)
By construction Z(%) is C r in % # [0, T], and hence is C r in
% # [nT, (n+1) T] for every integer n. To prove that Z # C r(R, GL(X)) it
is sufficient to prove that Z(%) is C r for % in a neighborhood of %=0. By
Lemma 3.5 and by (4.20) and (4.21), we have for % # [&T4, 0] that
Z(%)=S &1Z(%+T )=S &1A(%+T, T ) S=A(%, 0),
and so Z(%)=A(%, 0) for |%|T4 is C r near %=0.
Lastly, we note that (3) in the statement of the lemma holds, by (4.19)
and (4.21). K
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A
In this section we shall prove the stability theorem for traveling wave
solutions of lattice ODEs, stated as Theorem A in Section 3. As a main tool
we use the local coordinate system constructed in Section 4, and we recall
the differential equations (4.6) and (4.8) in the new coordinates (%, y), and
the associated neighborhoods U_R_Y and V_X. Besides the solution
x(t, x0) of (1.1) through x0 at t=0, as before we let (%(t, %0 , y0),
y(t, %0 , y0)) denote the solution of (4.6) with initial value (%(0, %0 , y0),
y(0, %0 , y0))=(%0 , y0). We also let y*(%, %0 , y0) denote the solution of
(4.8) with initial value y*(%0 , %0 , y0)= y0 .
We first estimate the rate of exponential decay of solutions near the
traveling wave.
Theorem 5.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem A are satisfied. Then
there exist K1 and :, $>0, such that for every (%0 , y0) # R_Y with
&y0&$ we have that
(1) &y*(%, %0 , y0)&Ke&:(%&%0) &y0& for every %%0 ;
(2) |{&1(t)&t&%0 |K2:&1 &y0& for every t0; and
(3) {&1(t)&t  %
*
as t   for some %
*
# R, where { : [%0 , ) 
[0, ) is given by
{(%)=|
%
%0
ds
3(s, y*(s, %0 , y0))
, %%0 .
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Proof. By Proposition 4.3 and the hypotheses of Theorem A, we have
that |_(C(T, 0))|<1 for the spectral radius of C(T, 0), where C(%2 , %1) is
as in (4.11). The existence of K, :, and $, and the estimates in (1) in the
statement of that result are standard.
Let us next note the estimate |3(%, y)&1&1|K &y& for some (possibly
different) K>0, for every (%, y) # U_0 . Upon inserting a solution of (4.8)
which satisfies (1) above in this estimate, we obtain
} 13(%, y*(%, %0 , y0))&1 }K2e&:(%&%0) &y0& (5.1)
for %%0 . Taking any %2>%1%0 and integrating (5.1) between these
limits now gives
|{(%2)&{(%1)&(%2&%1)|
K2
:
(e&:(%1&%0)&e&:(%2&%0)) &y0&, (5.2)
which upon setting %1=%0 and %2=% gives
|{(%)&%+%0 |
K 2
:
&y0&, (5.3)
for every %%0 . Replacing % with {&1(t) in (5.3), for any t0, now gives
(2) in the statement of the theorem.
Finally, (5.2) implies the existence of the limit %&{(%)  %
*
as %  .
One concludes (3) from this upon again replacing % with {&1(t). K
Remark. Setting %1=% and letting %2   in (5.2) yields
|%&{(%)&%
*
|
K2
:
e&:(%&%0) &y0&,
from which it easily follows that
|{&1(t)&t&%
*
|Ce&:t &y0& (5.4)
for t0, for some C.
Proof of Theorem A. The essential components of this proof are given
in Theorem 5.1, however, some care is needed in putting them together. We
begin by fixing various constants. First let =>0 be given; we seek a corre-
sponding $>0 as in the definition of an asymptotically stable wave given
in Section 3. Denote the constants K and $ in the statements of Lemmas 3.2
and 3.3 and Theorem 5.1 by K3.2 , K3.3 , and K5.1 , and by $3.2 , $3.3 , and $5.1 ,
respectively. We note that $3.2=$3.3 , as in the statement of Lemma 3.3. We
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continue to denote the exponent in the statement of Theorem 5.1 simply by
:. Let us also set
K$=max[1, max
% # R
&Z(%)&], K"=max
% # R
&p* (%)&,
and fix _0>0 as in the statement of Proposition 4.2 small enough that
3(%, y)>0 in U_0 . Finally, let
_$0=min {$5.1 , _0K5.1 ,
=:
3K"K 25.1
,
K3.3
2K$
,
=K3.2
6K$K"
,
=
3K$K5.1= , (5.5)
and let _$1 be such that
V_$18(U_$0)
as in the statement of Proposition 4.2. We assume without loss that _$1_$0 .
We shall set $=_$1 , and show that with this quantity the conditions for an
asymptotically stable wave are satisfied.
Suppose that &x0& p(%0)&<_$1 for some %0 # R. Then x0 # V_$1 , so there
exists (% 0 , y0) # U_$0 such that 8(% 0 , y0)=x0 . Thus &y0&<_$0 , and we have
therefore
&y*(%, % 0 , y0)&K5.1e&:(%&%
 0) &y0&<K5.1_$0_0 (5.6)
for all %% 0 , by (1) of Theorem 5.1, where (5.5) is used. Conclusions (2)
and (3) of that theorem (with % 0 in place of %0) also hold for this solution,
and in fact
%(t, % 0 , y0)={&1(t), y(t, % 0 , y0)= y*({&1(t), % 0 , y0),
(5.7)
x(t, x0)=8(%(t, % 0 , y0), y(t, % 0 , y0)),
for all t0. Using (5.7) and recalling the formula (4.1) for 8, we have
&x(t, x0)& p(t+%0)&&p({&1(t))& p(t+% 0)&+&p(t+% 0)& p(t+%0)&
+&Z({&1(t)) y*({&1(t), % 0 , y0)& (5.8)
for t0. We wish to bound the left-hand side of (5.8) from above by =, and
will do so by bounding each of the three terms on the right-hand side by
=3.
To bound the first term we have
|{&1(t)&t&% 0 |
K 25.1
:
&y0&<
K 25.1 _$0
:

=
3K"
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by (2) of Theorem 5.1 and (5.5). With the definition of K" we conclude
from this that
&p({&1(t))& p(t+% 0)&<
=
3
for all t0.
To bound the second term in (5.8) we first note that
&p(% 0)& p(%0)&&x0& p(% 0)&+&x0& p(%0)&=&Z(% 0) y0&+&x0& p(%0)&
<K$_$0+_$1K$_$0+_$02K$_$0min {K3.3 , =K3.23K" = , (5.9)
which implies by Lemma 3.3 that |% 0&%0 |<$3.3=$3.2 . Thus Lemma 3.2
implies that
|% 0&%0 |
1
K3.2
&p(% 0)& p(%0)&<
=
3K"
, (5.10)
where again (5.9) is used. From (5.10) and the definition of K" we conclude
that &p(t+% 0)& p(t+%0)&<=3 for all t, as desired.
The third term in (5.8) is easily bounded by observing that
&Z({&1(t)) y*({&1(t), % 0 , y0)&<K$K5.1_$0
=
3
using (5.6) and then (5.5). Having strictly bounded each term in the
right-hand side of (5.8) by =3, we conclude that
&x(t, x0)& p(t+%0)&<=
for all t0, as desired.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we note by (5.6) and (5.7) that
x(t, x0)& p({&1(t))=Z({&1(t)) y*({&1(t), % 0 , y0)  0
as t  . Thus with %
*
as in (3) of Theorem 5.1, we conclude that
x(t, x0)& p(t+%*)  0 as t  , as desired. K
Remark. One in fact sees from the final argument in the above proof,
using (5.6) and (5.4), that
|x(t, x0)& p(t+%*)|Ce
&:t &y0 &
for t0, for some C (possibly different from C in (5.4)).
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6. TRAVELING WAVES IN CMLs
In this section we consider the discrete-time lattice dynamical system
(1.3), which is the Euler discretization of the lattice ODE (1.1). This is of
course a CML of the general form (1.2), with G=I+hF, and we take h>0
sufficiently small. We remark here that our approach is quite general, and
is equally applicable to discretizations other than the Euler scheme, for
example, to the RungeKutta scheme. For simplicity of exposition we deal
exclusively with the Euler scheme below.
Generally, the solution of an initial value problem x(0)=x0 for (1.2) is
defined only for forward time, n0, although one can speak of solutions
defined for all time, namely for all n # Z. We shall say a set QX is
invariant under (1.2) if G(Q)=Q. If x0 # Q with Q invariant, then one sees
immediately that there exists a solution satisfying x(n) # Q for all n # Z,
with x(0)=x0 .
Definition. A traveling wave solution of (1.2) is a solution x=q(n) for
n # Z of the form qj (n)=( j&cn) for some c # R and some bounded
uniformly continuous function  : D  Rd, where DR is as in (1.9). Here
 is called the wave profile function, c the wave speed, and != j&cn the
traveling or moving coordinate.
Remark. If x=q(n) is a traveling wave solution whose speed c is
irrational, then D in (1.9) is a dense subset of R. The uniformly continuous
wave profile  can thus be uniquely extended to a bounded uniformly
continuous function on all of R, which we shall continue to denote by .
Having so extended , we may define q(%) # X for any % # R by qj (%)=
( j&c%). It is not hard to see, from the uniform continuity of , that q(%)
varies continuously with % as an element of X.
Remark. If x=q(n) is a traveling wave solution of (1.2) as above,
define M
*
X by
M
*
={[q(%) | % # R],[Skq(m) | k, m # Z],
if c is irrational,
if c is rational.
Then M
*
is invariant under both (1.2) and the shift operator, that is,
G(M
*
)=SM
*
=M
*
. Indeed, if c is irrational then G(q(%))=q(%+1) for
every % # D and hence for every % # R. Thus for every fixed % # R we see that
q~ (n)=q(%+n) is a traveling wave solution. Similarly, if c is rational then
G(Skq(m))=S kq(m+1), and for every fixed k and m it is the case that
q~ (n)=S kq(m+n) is a traveling wave solution.
The following theorem, which is the second main result of this paper,
concerns the existence of traveling wave solutions of (1.3) for small h>0,
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which correspond to asymptotically stable traveling waves of the
continuous time system (1.1).
Theorem B. Let x= p(t) be a traveling wave solution of Eq. (1.1), and
assume the conditions of Theorem A are satisfied.
(1) There exist K, h0>0 such that if 0<hh0 , then there exists
rh # C r&1(R, X) with rh(%+T )=Srh(%), and &D jrh(%)&Kh for all % # R
and 0 jr&1, such that the set
Mh=[qh(%) | % # R], qh(%)= p(%)+rh(%),
is invariant under (1.3), and the map qh is one-to-one on R. Moreover, there
exists ;h # C r&1(R, R) with ;h(%+T )=;h(%)+T and ;$h(%)>0 for every
% # R, such that for any x0=qh(%0) # Mh ,
Gh(qh(%0))=qh(;h(%0)), Gh=I+hF. (6.1)
(2) Let ;nh denote the nth iterate of the function ;h . Then the limit
\h(%0)= lim
n  
;nh(%0)
nT
,
namely the rotation number of ;h , exists for every %0 # R and is independent
of %0 .
(3) If a, b # Z with b{0, then \h=ab if and only if there exists %0 # R
with ;bh(%0)=%0+aT. Moreover, for any such %0 the solution
x(n)=qh(;nh(%0)) (6.2)
for n # Z is a traveling wave solution of (1.3) with wave speed ch=\h .
(4) If \h is irrational and r3, that is, F is C3, then for every %0 # R
the solution (6.2) is a traveling wave solution of (1.3) with wave speed
ch=\h .
Remark. The map ;h : R  R is a diffeomorphism from R onto R, so
the iterate ;nh is well defined for any n # Z. We may also regard ;h : S
1  S 1
as a diffeomorphism of the circle S1=RTZ.
Remark. From the one-to-oneness of the map qh one sees that
Gh=I+hF is one-to-one from Mh onto itself.
We shall again use the local coordinate system constructed in Section 4
to prove Theorem B. Recall the map 8 : R_Y  X, where YX is a sub-
space of codimension one with p* (0)  Y. Also recall the neighborhoods U_
and V_ of R_[0]R_Y and of MX, with M as in (3.6), and the
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differential Eq. (4.6) which is equivalent to (1.1) in a sufficiently small
neighborhood. Finally, let us denote Gh=I+hF for the remainder of this
section.
Let us now use 8 to write (1.3) in terms of % and y. Upon conjugating
(1.3) with 8, we obtain the map
1h(%, y)=8&1(Gh(8(%, y))), (6.3)
where for some _, h0>0 we have that 1h : U_  R_Y whenever 0<hh0 .
We may write
1h(%, y)=(%, y)+hD8(%, y)&1 F(8(%, y))+9(%, y, h), (6.4)
where (6.4) serves as the definition of 9, which satisfies &9(%, y, h)&=
O(h2) uniformly in U_ as h  0. From the second line of (4.7), and using
(3) of Lemma 4.1 and recalling (4.1), we have that
F(8(%, y))=Z(%)(Y(%, y)+( p* (0)+Z(%)&1 DZ(%) y) 3(%, y))
=Z(%) Y(%, y)+( p* (%)+DZ(%) y) 3(%, y)
=D8(%, y)(3(%, y), Y(%, y)),
which with (6.4) gives
1h(%, y)=(%, y)+h(3(%, y), Y(%, y))+9(%, y, h).
Denoting 9(%, y, h)=(3 (%, y, h), Y (%, y, h)), we may therefore write (1.3)
as
%(n+1)=%(n)+h3(%(n), y(n))+3 (%(n), y(n), h),
(6.5)
y(n+1)=y(n)+hY(%(n), y(n))+Y (%(n), y(n), h),
where the right-hand side of (6.5) is the map 1h . We have the estimates
|3 (%, y, h)|, &Y (%, y, h)&=O(h2) uniformly in U_ as h  0, and so (6.5) is
a time-discretization of (4.6).
We next prove the existence of an invariant manifold V(‘h)R_Y of
(6.5), given as a graph y=‘h(%) near V(0)=R_[0] for small h>0.
Generally, if ‘ : R  Y is any function, we denote
V(‘)=[(%, ‘(%)) | % # R].
When the function ‘ is T-periodic, we may regard V(‘)S1_Y, where
S1=RTZ.
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Theorem 6.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem A. Then there exist
K, h0>0 such that for any h with 0<hh0 there is a unique ‘h # C r&1
(R, Y) among those functions satisfying &‘h(%)&Kh0 for all % # R, such
that the set V(‘h) is invariant under (6.5). Moreover, ‘h(%+T )=‘h(%) and
&D j‘h(%)&Kh for all % # R and 0 jr&1.
Proof. Recall the time T map of the system (4.6), given by (4.15). We
regard this as a map E : S 1_Y  S 1_Y, and see that every point of
V(0)=S 1_Y is a fixed point of E, that is, E(%0 , 0)=(%0 , 0) for every
%0 # S1. Moreover, the derivative of E at this point is DE(%0 , 0)=
B(%0+T, %0), given in Proposition 4.3, and one sees from this and from the
spectral assumptions of Theorem A that the manifold V(0) is normally
hyperbolic for the map E.
It thus follows from the results of [10, 11], and [20], based on the
arguments (in particular Theorem 1 of Section III) of Fenichel [40], that
every map E near E possesses an invariant manifold near V(0). More
precisely, there exist quantities _>0 and K$>0, and neighborhoods
WC r&1(U_ , S 1_Y) of E and QC r&1(S1, Y) of the zero map, such
that for every E # W there exists a unique ‘ # Q such that the graph V(‘)
of ‘ lies in U_ and is invariant under E . Moreover,
&‘&Cr&1(S1, Y)K$ &E &E&Cr&1(U_ , S1_Y) (6.6)
holds, and in fact ‘ is unique in a C0 neighborhood of the zero function
among all C r&1 (but not necessarily periodic) functions from R to Y.
We now consider the map Gh in (6.1), and the iterates Gnh for appropriate
h and n, in the spirit of Theorem 3.1 of [57]. Specifically, we take h>0
sufficiently small and n1 such that n&1<Th&1<n+1. Note that such
n may not be unique. By standard error estimates for the Euler method,
there exists K">0 independent of small h or the above choice of n such
that
&Gnh&E&Cr&1(U_ , S1_Y)K"h. (6.7)
In particular, there exists h0>0 such that Gnh # W if hh0 and so there
exists ‘=‘h # Q as above for the map E =Gnh . (The map ‘h may a priori
depend on n, although below we shall show this is not the case.) Let us
observe that
&‘h&Cr&1(S1, Y)Kh
for K=K$K", by (6.6) and (6.7).
As the graph V(‘h) of ‘h is invariant under the map Gnh , the same is true
of the set Gh(V(‘h)). One easily shows by an implicit function theorem
argument, using the fact that the map Gh is near the identity, that for
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sufficiently small h we have Gh(V(‘h))=V(‘ h), namely this set is the graph
of some function ‘ h , and in fact with &‘ h &Cr&1(S1, Y) small, and hence with
‘ h # Q. The uniqueness of ‘h in Q therefore implies that ‘ h=‘h , and hence
that Gh(V(‘h))=V(‘h).
Finally, we observe that the map ‘h does not depend on n when n as
above is not unique. This is an immediate consequence of the invariance of
V(‘h) under Gmh for every m1, and again of the uniqueness of ‘ # Q for
each E # W. K
We now introduce the function ;h to describe the dynamics of (6.5) on
V(‘h). With ‘h as in Theorem 6.1, define ;h : R  R by
;h(%)=%+h3(%, ‘h(%))+3 (%, ‘h(%), h). (6.8)
Then ;h is C r&1 and ;h(%+T )=;h(%)+T. Moreover, if h is sufficiently
small then ;$h(%)>0 for all % # R, and so we may regard ;h as a dif-
feomorphism ;h : S 1  S 1 of the circle. The fact that V(‘h) is invariant
under 1h , namely under (6.5), implies that
1h(%, ‘h(%))=(;h(%), ‘h(;h(%))) (6.9)
for every % # R.
With the above, we now prove Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. In this proof we take h0 sufficiently small so that
the properties of ‘h and ;h above hold.
Let Mh=8(V(‘h)), with V(‘h) as in the statement of Theorem 6.1. Then
the set Mh has the form
Mh=[ p(%)+Z(%) ‘h(%) | % # R],
and by construction is invariant under the map Gh , as V(‘h) is invariant
under 1h . Upon setting rh(%)=Z(%) ‘h(%), we see that rh(%+T )=Srh(%).
Also, setting qh(%)= p(%)+rh(%) as in the statement of the theorem gives
qh(%)=8(%, ‘h(%)), which implies in particular that qh is one-to-one. Thus
using the fact (6.3) that 8 conjugates Gh to 1h , and also using (6.9), we
have that
Gh(qh(%))=Gh(8(%, ‘h(%)))=8(1h(%, ‘h(%)))
(6.10)
=8(;h(%), ‘h(;h(%)))=qh(;h(%)),
which yields (6.1) and establishes (1) in the statement of the theorem.
The claims in (2) about the existence of the rotation number \h and its
independence from %0 , as well as the claim that ;bh(%0)=%0+aT for some
%0 if and only if \h=ab, are classical results on circle diffeomorphisms; see,
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for example, [45]. Let us also remark that if a~ , b # Z are such that a~ b =ab
and gcd(a~ , b )=1 (that is, the ratio a~ b is written in lowest terms), then
;bh(%0)=%0+aT if and only if ;
b
h(%0)=%0+a~ T. This fact is also known
classically.
Suppose now that \h=ab is rational, and fix %0 # R such that
;bh(%0)=%0+aT. Without loss we assume that gcd (a, b)=1 by the remark
above. Then x(n) in (6.2) certainly satisfies x(n+1)=Gh(x(n)) by (6.10),
and moreover
x(n+b)=qh(;nh(%0)+aT )=S
aqh(;nh(%0))=S
ax(n). (6.11)
To prove that x(n) is a traveling wave solution, let h : D  Rd be defined
by
h( j&anb)=xj (n), (6.12)
where D is as in (1.9). We must show that h in (6.12) is well defined
(certainly it is uniformly continuous if well defined). To this end, suppose
that j1&an1 b= j2&an2 b for some integers j1 , n1 , j2 , and n2 . Then
b( j1& j2)=a(n1&n2), hence j2= j1+Na and n2=n1+Nb for some N # Z,
as gcd (a, b)=1. Then
xj2(n2)=x j1+Na(n1+Nb)=(S
Nax(n1)) j1+Na=xj1(n1) (6.13)
using (6.11) and the definition of S. It follows from (6.13) that h is well
defined. This proves (3).
Suppose next that \h is irrational and r3. Then ;h is C2 and it is
known classically (see again [45]) that there exists ’h : R  R continuous
and strictly increasing, with ’h(%+T )=’h(%)+T, such that
;h(%)=’&1h (Rh(’h(%))) (6.14)
for all % # R, where Rh(%)=%+\hT is a rigid rotation. With %0 # R fixed
and x(n) as in (6.2), define  h : R  X and h : R  Rd by
 h(!)=qh(’&1h (’h(%0)&!T )), h(!)=( h(!))0 .
These functions are continuous, and as  h(!+1)=S &1 h(!), they are in
fact uniformly continuous on R.
We claim that xj (n)=h( j&\hn) for every j, n # Z. To prove this, first
observe that
’&1h (’h(%0)& jT+\h nT )=’
&1
h (’h(%0)+\hnT )& jT
=’&1h (R
n
h(’h(%0)))& jT=;
n
h(%0)& jT
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by (6.14). Therefore by (6.2)
 h( j&\hn)=qh(;nh(%0)& jT )=S
& jqh(;nh(%0))=S
& jx(n),
and so
h( j&\h n)=( h( j&\h n))0=(S & jx(n))0=xj (n),
as desired. This establishes (4), and completes the proof of the theorem. K
Remark. By (6.8) we have ;h(%)=%+h+O(h2) as h  0. It follows
that the speed of the discretized traveling wave is ch=\hthT=ch as
h  0, where c is the speed of the traveling wave solution x= p(t) of (1.1).
It is classically known [45] that the rotation number \h varies con-
tinuously with h, so it follows that \h assumes both rational and irrational
values as h  0.
7. THE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE TRAVELING WAVE
In this section we study the spectrum of the linearized evolution operator
about the traveling wave solution x= p(t) of the lattice ODE (1.1). As we
saw earlier, this spectrum provides stability information about the wave.
Analogous results for traveling waves in CMLs were given in [25].
We have the following result.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose that *{0 is an eigenvalue of the operator
S&1A(T, 0) and that w0 is a corresponding eigenvector. Then A(t, 0) w0=
e+tq(t), where q(t+T )=Sq(t), and + # C is such that e+T=*.
Proof. Let + be such that e+T=* and set q(t)=e&+tA(t, 0) w0 . Then
q(t+T )=e&+te&+TA(t+T, 0) w0=e&+te&+TA(t+T, T ) SS &1A(T, 0) w0
=e&+te&+TA(t+T, T ) S*w0=e&+tA(t+T, T ) Sw0
=e&+tSA(t, 0) w0=Sq(t),
where (1) of Lemma 3.5 is used in the penultimate inequality. K
Definition. We call * and + in Proposition 7.1 a Floquet multiplier
and Floquet exponent, respectively, while e+tq(t) is called a Floquet
solution of the variational equation about x= p(t).
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Remark. Note that the function q in the above Floquet solution
satisfies
q* (t)=&+q(t)+DF( p(t)) q(t),
and that
qj (t)=.~ ( j&ct)
for every j # Z and t # R, where .~ (!)=q0(&T!).
We now show that the essential spectrum of S &1A(T, 0) is controlled by
a limiting equation associated to the variational equation in (2.1). More
precisely, suppose that the traveling wave is spatially asymptotic, with the
limits denoted by .() and .(&), and consider the autonomous
equation
x* =DF( p*) x, (7.1)
where p* # X is given by
pj*={.(),.(&),
j0,
j<0.
Let A*(t)=exp(DF( p*) t) denote the solution operator of (7.1), namely
A*(t) w(0)=w(t) for solutions x=w(t) of this equation (as this equation is
autonomous, we of course have A*(t2&t1) w(t1)=w(t2)). We have the
following result.
Lemma 7.2. If the nonlinearity F has quasifinite range, then the operator
A*(T )&A(T, 0) is compact on X.
Proof. For every w0 # X let W(t, w0)=(A*(t)&A(t, 0)) w0 . Then
W(t, w0) satisfies
W4 (t, w0)=DF( p*) W(t, w0)+(DF( p*)&DF( p(t))) A(t, 0) w0 .
By the variation of constants formula we have
W(T, w0)=|
T
0
A*(T&s)(DF( p*)&DF( p(s))) A(s, 0) w0 ds,
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and hence
A*(T )&A(T, 0)=|
T
0
Q(s) ds,
(7.2)
Q(s)=A*(T&s)(DF( p*)&DF( p(s))) A(s, 0).
As F has quasifinite range, for every s # [0, T] the operator DF( p*)&
DF( p(s)), and hence the operator Q(s), are compact, so it follows that the
integral in (7.2) is a compact operator. K
Remark. If |_(S&1A*(T ))|<1, which is true in particular if &A*(T )&
<1, then under the conditions of Lemma 7.2 we have that |_ess(S&1A(T, 0))|
=|_ess(S&1A*(T ))||_(S &1A*(T ))|<1.
8. THE SPATIALLY DISCRETE NAGUMO EQUATION
Consider the spatially discrete Nagumo Eq. (1.4), that is, the lattice
ODE (1.1) with
Fj (x)=d(xj&1&2xj+xj+1)+ g(x j)
for x # X. Here we take d>0, and for definiteness we take g(u)=
:u(u&a)(1&u) with :>0 and a # (0, 1), although the reader will see that
our results hold for a broader class of such equations with similar bistable
nonlinearities. Also consider the Euler time-discretization (1.3) of this equa-
tion, that is, the CML (1.8) with h>0. In this section we shall apply the
theory developed in the previous sections to (1.4) and (1.8). Again, as
noted earlier, our results apply to other time-discretization schemes for
(1.4).
In what follows we assume that d, :, and a are such that (1.4) has a
nontrivial traveling wave solution x= p(t) satisfying (1.5). As always, we
assume that c>0 for our traveling wave solution. We shall prove that any
such traveling wave solution satisfies the spectral conditions in the
statements of Theorem A, and thus is asymptotically stable with asymp-
totic phase shift. Also, it follows from Theorem B that for all sufficiently
small h>0, Eq. (1.8) possesses a traveling wave solution.
The following theorem is the third main result of this paper.
Theorem C. The hypotheses of Theorem A hold for each nontrivial
traveling wave solution x= p(t) of Eq. (1.4) satisfying (1.5), and so the
conclusions of both Theorems A and B hold for this solution.
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As remarked at the end of Section 5, we in fact have exponential stability
of the traveling wave solution.
We begin with some basic definitions and results on sub- and supersolutions.
Definition. A bounded linear operator Q on X is called cooperative if
(Qx) j0 holds whenever x # X and j # Z are such that x0 and xj=0.
Roughly, Q is cooperative if each of the off-diagonal entries in the
associated (infinite) matrix is non-negative. Let us observe that the
derivative F $(x), with F as in (1.4), is cooperative for every x # X.
Definition. Let Q(t) for t0 be a family of bounded linear operators
on X varying continuously in t. We say a function w+ # C1([0, ), X) is
a supersolution of the equation
x* =Q(t)x (8.1)
in case
w* +(t)Q(t) w+(t) (8.2)
for every t0. Similarly w& # C1([0, ), X) is called a subsolution if (8.2)
holds for w&, but with the opposite inequality , for t0.
The next result is a standard fact. We omit the proof which relies on
differential inequalities.
Lemma 8.1. Let w+ be a supersolution of (8.1) where Q(t) is cooperative
for every t0, and let w0 # X satisfy w0w+(0). Then the solution w(t) of
(8.1) with w(0)=w0 satisfies w(t)w+(t) for every t0. The analogous
result for subsolutions also holds.
The following results pertain to the linear variational Eq. (2.1) about the
traveling wave solution x= p(t) of the Nagumo equation. Let us here fix
a quantity
0<;<min[&g$(0), &g$(1)], (8.3)
which will play a recurring role.
Lemma 8.2. We have that |_ess(S &1A(T, 0))|<1.
Proof. By Lemma 7.2 and the discussion following the proof of that
result, it is sufficient to show that &A*(T )&<1. Let w+, w&: [0, )  X
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be defined as the spatially constant vectors w+j (t)=e
&;t for every j # Z,
and w&(t)=&w+(t). Observing that
(DF( p*) w+(t)) j={g$(1) e
&;t,
g$(0) e&;t,
j0,
j<0,
we conclude that w* +(t)DF( p*) w+(t), that is, w+ is a supersolution of
Eq. (7.1). Similarly w& is a subsolution of this equation. For any w0 # X we
have that w&(0) &w0&w0w+(0) &w0&, and so w&(t) &w0&A*(t) w0
w+(t) &w0& for all t0 by Lemma 8.1, implying that &A*(t) w0 &
e&;t &w0&. Thus &A*(T )&e&;T<1, as desired. K
We wish to study the isolated eigenvalues of S &1A(T, 0), among which
are all spectral points * with |*|1. For convenience let us denote
L=S&1A(T, 0), and note that Ln=S &nA(nT, 0) for every n0, by (2) of
Lemma 3.5. Let us also define q : R  X and , h : R  R by
q(t)=&c&1p* (t), (!)=.$(!), h(!)= g$(.(!)),
and note that qj (t)=( j&ct). We see from this that S &nq(nT )=q(0) for
every n. Recall that q(t) satisfies the linear variational Eq. (2.1) about the
traveling wave solution, and that Lq(0)=q(0), so in particular the spectral
radius of L satisfies |_(L)|1. Also observe that
h(\)<&;<0 (8.4)
by (1.5) and the choice (8.3) of ;. Finally, recall the strict positivity (1.7)
of (!), as was proved in [61].
Lemma 8.3. There exists K>0 such that for any constants satisfying
K2KK1>0 and K3 # R, the function
w+(t)=(K1&K2 q(t)) e&;t+K3 q(t) (8.5)
is a supersolution of the linear variational Eq. (2.1).
The first term of (8.5), namely K1e&;t, is spatially homogeneous, that is,
a scalar multiple of the constant vector u # X given by uj=1 for every j # Z.
Proof. By the positivity of (!) and the limits (8.4), there exists K>0
such that ;K(!);+h(!) for all ! # R. Let such K be fixed.
With w+ as in (8.5), we have
w* +(t)&F $( p(t)) w+(t)=&;(K1&K2q(t)) e&;t&K1 e&;tF $( p(t)) u,
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where u # X is the constant vector mentioned above. One easily sees now,
and with K1 and K2 as in the statement of the lemma, that
(w* +(t)&F $( p(t)) w+(t)) j =&;(K1&K2qj (t)) e&;t&K1e&;tg$( pj (t))
=&;(K1&K2( j&ct)) e&;t&K1 e&;th( j&ct)
K1e&;t(;K( j&ct)&;&h( j&ct))0,
as desired.
Lemma 8.4. For any w0 # X we have
&(e&;t+K(1&e&;t) q(t)) &w0&
(8.6)
A(t, 0) w0(e&;t+K(1&e&;t) q(t)) &w0&,
for every t0, with K as in Lemma 8.3. Moreover, the sequence of iterates
Lnw0 for n0 is precompact in X, and the limit Lnkw0  v of any
subsequence satisfies
|vj |K( j) &w0 &. (8.7)
Thus |_(L)|=1 for the spectral radius of L.
Proof. Taking K1=&w0 & and K2=K3=K &w0& gives a supersolution
w+ in (8.5) and subsolution &w+ for which &w+(0)w0w+(0), as
w+(0)=&w0&. Thus &w+(t)A(t, 0) w0w+(t) for all t0, which is just
(8.6).
Setting t=nT and applying S&n to (8.6) gives
&(e&;nT+K(1&e&;nT) q(0)) &w0&
(8.8)
Lnw0(e&;nT+K(1&e&;nT) q(0)) &w0&.
The precompactness of Lnw0 follows from (8.8) using the fact that qj (0)=
( j)  0 as j  \. The bound (8.7) follows from (8.8). Finally, the boun-
dedness of the sequence Lnw0 for every w0 , with the fact that *=1 is an
eigenvalue of L, implies that |_(L)|=1. K
Lemma 8.5. Suppose that w0 # X satisfies w00 but that w0{0, and let
w(t)=A(t, 0) w0 , the solution of the variational Eq. (2.1). Then we have the
strict inequality wj (t)>0 for every t>0 and j # Z. In particular, (Lw0) j>0
for every j # Z.
Proof. Because the zero solution is a subsolution of (2.1), we have
immediately that w(t)0 for all t0. We must therefore show the strict
inequality at each coordinate, as in the statement of the lemma.
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Fix j # Z and {>0, and consider the equation
w* j=aj (t) wj+bj (t),
aj (t)=&2d+ g$( pj (t)), (8.9)
bj (t)=d(wj&1(t)+wj+1(t)),
satisfied by wj (t). We regard Eq. (8.9) as an ODE for the unknown scalar
variable wj , with known coefficients aj and bj . Note in particular that
bj (t)0 for all t0. From the variation of constants formula applied to
(8.9) it follows that if wj ({)=0, then both wj (0)=0, and also bj (t)=0
identically for 0t{, equivalently, that both wj (0)=0 and wj&1(t)=
wj+1(t)=0 identically. Proceeding inductively, one now sees that this
forces wk(t)=0 for every k # Z and 0t{, and hence that w0=0 for the
initial condition. But this contradicts our assumption that w0{0. K
Lemma 8.6. Suppose that w0 # X satisfies w0Cq(0) for some C # R,
with also the strict inequality (w0) j<Cq j (0) holding at each j # Z. Then there
exist =1 , =2>0 such that if &w~ 0&w0 &<=1 , and if v is the limit Lnkw~ 0  v of
some subsequence, then v(C&=2)q(0).
Proof. By replacing w0 with w0&Cq(0) and using the fact that
Lq(0)=q(0), we may assume without loss that C=0.
Set K1=K&1, K2=1, and K3=&1 in (8.5) to give the supersolution
w+(t)=K&1e&;t&(1+e&;t) q(t).
We note that w +j (0)  K
&1 as j  \, and also that =2 w+ is a supersolu-
tion for any =2>0. In particular, there exists =2 such that (w0) j<=2 w+j (0)
for every j # Z, and also such that =1=infj # Z [=2w +j (0)&(w0) j]>0. With
this value of =1 , we see that if w~ 0 is as in the statement of the lemma, then
w~ 0=2 w+(0), and hence that
Lnw~ 0=S&nA(nT, 0) w~ 0=2 S&nw+(nT )==2(K&1e&;nT&(1+e;nT)) q(0).
Taking the limit of a subsequence in the above inequality gives the desired
result. K
Lemma 8.7. Suppose that w0 # X satisfies w0Cq(0) for some C # R,
with w0{Cq(0). Then there exist =1 , =2>0 such that the conclusion of
Lemma 8.6 holds.
Proof. As Cq(0)&w00 is not the zero element of X, it follows by
Lemma 8.5 that (L(Cq(0)&w0)) j=Cq j (0)&(Lw0) j>0 for every j # Z. The
lemma now follows directly by applying Lemma 8.6 to Lw0 in place of w0 .
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Proof of Theorem C. By Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 8.2, it is enough
to prove that for every w0 # X there exists C # R such that Lnkw0  Cq(0)
for some subsequence nk  .
By Lemma 8.4 there exists a subsequence for which the limit Lnkw0 
v # X exists. Fix such a subsequence, and let
C=inf[c # R | vcq(0)].
Then C<, in fact CK &w0& by (8.7), and vCq(0).
We claim that v=Cq(0), so suppose to the contrary that v{Cq(0). Let
=1 and =2 be as in Lemma 8.7, with v in place of w0 , and fix nk so that
&Lnkw0&v&<=1 . Then by Lemma 8.7, the limit Lnj&nkLnkw0=Lnjw0  v, as
nj  , satisfies v(C&=2) q(0). This contradicts the definition of C, and
completes the proof. K
9. THE CONNECTEDNESS OF GL(X)
In this section, we discuss connectedness properties of GL(Z) where Z
is a real Banach space. We are in particular interested in GL(Y) where Y
is a subspace of codimension one of the space X=l (Z, Rd). To this end,
we need the following result.
Proposition 9.1. Let Z be any real Banach space, and Y, Y Z any
two subspaces of codimension one. Then Y and Y are isomorphic Banach
spaces. In addition, if Z=X=l (Z, Rd), then Y and Y are isomorphic
to X.
Proof. Without loss Y{Y . Let 4, 4 : Z  R be bounded linear func-
tionals on Z for which Y=ker4 and Y =ker4 , the kernels of these
operators, and fix z # Z such that 4z{0 and 4 z{0, that is, z  Y _ Y .
Note here that Z=(z) Y=(z) Y .
Next let P0 : Z  Z denote the projection of Z onto Y along (z) , that
is, P0y= y for all y # Y, with P0z=0. One easily sees that P0 : Y  Y is
one-to-one and onto, that is, is an isomorphism from Y onto Y as desired.
To prove the final claim in the statement of the proposition, consider the
particular codimension-one subspace Y=[x # X | x01=0], where x01 # R
denotes the first entry in the vector x0 # Rd, where x0 is the zeroth entry of
x # X. Clearly, Y is isomorphic to X. By the first part of this proposition
all codimension-one subspaces of X are isomorphic to Y, and hence
to X. K
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Theorem 9.2. The set GL(X), and hence the set GL(Y) where Y is any
codimension-one subspace of X, are connected.
Proof. The connectedness of GL(X) is proved by Edelstein, Mitjagin,
and Semenov [34], and the result for GL(Y) follows from Proposi-
tion 9.1. K
Remark. The analogs of Proposition 9.1 and Theorem 9.2 hold with
Z=l p(Z, Rd), replacing X=l (Z, Rd), where 1p<. In particular, the
connectedness of GL(Z) for this range of p was proved by Neubauer [63],
following the proof for p=2 by Kuiper [54].
Remark. The set GL(Rn) is not connected, and has two maximal
connected components: the set of n_n matrices with positive determinant,
and the set of matrices with negative determinant. Roughly, Theorem 9.2
implies that it is impossible to define a determinant for all bounded
operators on X.
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